[The computer-generated occlusion of Cerec-2 inlays and onlays].
The Cerec-2 unit offers three different options to generate the occlusion: anatomically extrapolated ("Extrapolation"), correlated to a wax-up or functionally generated path ("Correlation") and bucco-orally flat ("Linear") as known from Cerec-1. These three computer-generated occlusions were evaluated by measuring the vertical discrepancy and the specific time needed for manufacturing (design, machining, contouring and adjusting the occlusal relation) of inlays and overlays. The occlusion of inlays generated with "Extrapolation" (0.42 +/- 0.16 mm) and "Correlation" (0.80 +/- 0.17 mm) showed significantly (p < 0.001) less vertical discrepancy than "Linear" (2.46 +/- 0.50 mm). The specific production time of inlays differed significantly (p < 0.001) between "Extrapolation" (16.05 +/- 0.80 min), "Linear" (19.25 +/- 1.14 min) and "Correlation" (27.33 +/- 0.75 min). The vertical discrepancies of overlays generated with "Correlation" (1.26 +/- 0.43 mm) were significantly (p < 0.001) lower than with "Extrapolation" (2.46 +/- 0.50 mm) and "Linear" (2.75 +/- 0.57). The specific overlay production time was significantly (p < 0.001) longer with "Correlation" (39.44 +/- 1.36) than with "Linear" (23.9 +/- 1.26 min) and "Extrapolation" (23.71 +/- 1.01 min). Related to the technical status of 10/1994 and as a result of the present evaluation, "Extrapolation" was chosen to be the most practical of the computer-generated occlusions evaluated in the present study.